MEMDES2021 TRAVEL AWARD PROGRAM

In order to assist student delegates to attend the MEMDES2021 conference, the MEMDES Organising Committee will sponsor several MEMDES2021 travel awards to partially support their travel and attendance costs. Details of the travel award application will be announced to the applicants several months before the conference. The recipients will receive the prize into their project or travel account. Their success in receiving the award will be announced in the closing ceremony of the conference.

Eligibility

- Must be considered a student
- Must have their abstract accepted and be the presenting author of an oral or poster presentation at the conference
- Indicate in the application the projected travel budget including the amount of any departmental or other support available

Selection Criteria

Applicants will be selected by a panel of judges looking for the most significant research in desalination and who have the greatest need for financial assistance.

Travel Funding use – What the grant support program is for?

Financial support is provided for any conference-related expenses incurred by the awardee.

How to apply?

Please apply using the abstract submission system. You must submit your abstract by the submission deadline and apply for the MEMDES2021 travel award at this time by completing all requesting information. Required supporting documents:

Curriculum vitae – to include;
- Current Job title/Role
- Date of Birth
- Phone number

Cover letter – please specify;
- why are you applying for the MEMDES2021 travel funding support program?
- Describe your activity and how to use the estimated budget.
- Specify the potential benefits toward MEMDES2021 and Desalination Journal that this support could bring.

The outcome of the application will be announced within 2 months after the abstract submission deadline.
Conditions

To qualify for this travel funding program, the awardee has to meet the following terms and conditions:

- Reporting – write a short article as a contribution to the social network service of Desalination Journal such as LinkedIn ([31] Desalination Journal | LinkedIn) and Twitter ([19] Desalination (@DesalinationJ) / Twitter), highlighting relevant points of interest to MEMDES2021 or Desalination Journal;
- Acknowledgment – the MEMDES2021 (including the logo) must be acknowledged for providing financial support in the presentation materials.

Contact us

If you would like further information on the MEMDES2021 funding program, contact Prof. Tao He (het@sari.ac.cn) and Prof. Ho Kyong Shon (Hokyong.Shon-1@uts.edu.au). Please note that you cannot apply for the MEMDES2021 travel award by email, you must apply through the abstract submission system.